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Subsonic and Supersonic Jet Noise Predictions
from Statistical Source Models
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Subsonicand supersonic jet noise is determined numerically from statistical source models. The goal is to develop
prediction methods for high-speed jet noise for application to aeronautical and space transportation systems. In
this framework, a combination of a k–² turbulence closure with an acoustic analogy provides an interesting way
to compute such radiated acoustic � elds. Three acoustic analogies are investigated. First, the classical Lighthill
theory in combination with Ribner’s results is applied to calculate jet mixing noise. The second method relies on
the Goldstein–Howes convected wave equation, which is used to improve the predicted supersonic jet mixing noise
in the upstream direction. It is necessary to properly account for acoustic wave convection, and then, one � nds
that the Doppler factor features an exponent of ¡ 3 in the associated power law. A model based on the Ffowcs
Williams–Maidanikanalysis then is developed to estimate the Mach-wave noise component thatdominates forward
arc radiation when the convection Mach number is supersonic. Comparisons between aerodynamicand calculated
acoustic results on the one hand, and available measurements on the other hand, are carried out. It is shown that
the last two models yield improved supersonic jet mixing noise predictions.

Nomenclature
C = Doppler or convection factor
c = speed of sound
D = exit nozzle diameter
Dµ = directivity of shear noise
k = turbulent kinetic energy
L = turbulence integral longitudinal length scale
M = jet exit Mach number, M D U j=c j

Mc = convection Mach number, Mc D Uc=co

p = pressure
Ra = pressure autocorrelationfunction; the Fourier transform of

Ra is de� ned by
Sa.x; !/ D .1=2¼/

R
Ra.x; ¿ / exp.i!¿/ d¿

Sa = power spectral density
U = mean � ow velocity
Uc = convection velocity of turbulent eddies
U j = jet exit velocity
u = velocity
u 0 = turbulence velocity scale, u 0 D 2k=3
x = observer position
y = local source position
® = turbulent velocity/convection velocity ratio
° = speci� c-heat ratio
±1 = mixing-layer thickness, calculated as

±1 D
Z y?

2

y2 D 0

³
1 ¡

U1

Uaxis

´
dy2

in which y?
2 is the radial location, where the velocity

U1 D 0:01 £ Uaxis
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² = dissipation rate of k
µ = angle between the mean � ow direction y1 and the observer x
Oµ = angle between the local source point y and the observer x
5 = p
½ = density
¿ = viscous stress tensor
¿t = turbulence time scale
!t = turbulence angular frequency, !t D 2¼=¿t

Subscripts

j = jet
0 = in the homogeneous medium at rest
1 = in the axial direction
2 = in the radial direction

I. Introduction

P ROGRESS in computational � uid dynamics (CFD) allows de-
velopments of new strategies for the calculation of acoustic

� elds radiated by turbulent � ows. At least three approaches can be
distinguished, each including a variety of methods for the repre-
sentation of the � ow, the acoustic sources, and the radiated sound
(Fig. 1). The � rst class of methods relies on direct numerical simu-
lation (DNS) in which the near acoustic � eld is obtained by solving
the full compressible Navier–Stokes equations. Direct simulations
of the aeroacousticsof fundamentalcon� gurationssuch as the scat-
tering of sound waves by a vortex,1 the radiated sound � eld of a
vortex pair,2 or a two-dimensional mixing layer3 were carried out
with success. However, DNS is limited for the moment to predic-
tionsof low-Reynolds-numberjets. In a secondgroupofmethodsthe
acoustic far � eld is evaluated in two steps through an acoustic anal-
ogy. First, the inner turbulent� eld is calculated;second, the acoustic
far � eld is deduced by solving a wave equation. Two strategies are
again possible with this approach. The near � eld can be obtained
from a large eddy simulation (LES) or by synthesizing the � uc-
tuating velocity � eld4– 6 from knowledge of the mean � ow. These
promising methods have been used to estimate the sound radiation
from a box of isotropic turbulence7 and the sound � eld radiated by
a two-dimensional jet.8 An alternative method combines the LES
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Fig. 1 Some computational strategies for aerodynamic noise estima-
tion.

calculation with a Kirchhoff integral representation of the acoustic
far � eld. In the thirdgroupofmethods,only themean turbulent� ow-
� eld is calculated.Statistical source representationscombined with
a turbulence closure, such as the k–² transport equations, then are
used to predict the radiated acoustic far � eld of complex turbulent
� ows.

Our goal is to describesome recentdevelopmentsandapplications
of the last group of methods to subsonic and supersonic jet noise.
More precisely,although theoreticalbases are now well established,
it seems interesting to combine these results with available CFD
tools to predict jet mixing noise.

One of the most elaborate statistical source models applicable to
jet noise is that of Ribner.9 A � rst combination of such a model
with a numerical aerodynamic calculation is proposed by Hecht
et al.10 It is shown by Béchara et al.11 that this approach yields good
subsonicjetmixingnoiseestimateswhen dataprovidedby a k–² tur-
bulence closure are introduced into the model. Because our goal is
to develop predictivemodels, a global and unique adjustable factor
is needed in these models, and this factor is adjusted on the basis of
a single comparison with experimentaldata. This factor then is kept
constant and used for all Mach numbers and all � ow con� gurations,
subsonic or supersonicround jets and coaxial jets. Thus, in the sub-
sonic coaxial jet case, the ratio of the secondary exit velocity to the
primary exit velocity,which minimizes the radiatedacousticpower,
is numerically determined by using the model as a black box. This
approachhas been extendedto supersonicjet mixing noise.12;13 The
comparisonofpredictedresultswith experimentaldatashowsa good
agreement in the downstream direction, i.e., 0 deg · µ · 90 deg.
However, previouscomparisonswere less satisfactoryin the second
quadrant, i.e., 90deg · µ · 180 deg, and the difference between
calculations and measurements increased with the nominal Mach
number. The problem of obtaining reasonable predictions in the
upstream direction was pointed out by Goldstein and Howes14;15

many years ago, and these authors derived a convected wave equa-
tion for the pressure � uctuation. The main result of their analysis
is a modi� cation of the exponent ¡5 of the Doppler or convection
factor, which is replaced by an exponent ¡3. A simple comparison
of the correspondingpower law with measurements shows a better
agreement when using the ¡3 exponent (see Sec. II). An original
contribution of the present study is to use a statistical description
of turbulent � uctuations in combination with this acoustic analogy
to improve supersonic mixing noise predictions. It is important to
re� ne predictionsin the upstreamdirectionif one wishes to estimate
the sound level during the launching of space vehicle systems. In-
deed, althoughthe radiatedenergy is higher for 0 deg · µ · 90 deg,
acoustic energy radiated for µ ¸ 90 deg directly affects vehicle
components. Another possible advance in the same framework has
been developed by Khavaran et al.18 ;19 from Lighthill’s analogy to
compute refraction’s effects in a jet at M D 1:4. Following the
same line of reasoning, the Mach-wave noise component16 can be
evaluated from an analytical development of Ffowcs Williams and
Maidanik.17 This model has been applied to supersonic round jet at

M D 2 to predict the spectral peak as a function of the observer
angle µ .

This paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted to
Ribner’s model, which is derived from a combinationof Lighthill’s
analogyand an isotropic turbulencedescription.Using the same as-
sumptions about turbulencedescriptionand the Goldstein–Howes14

analogy, a new acoustic model is constructed in Sec. III. The acous-
tic analogy relies in this case on a convected wave equation that is
shown to improve noise predictions in the case of high-speed jets.
A model based on the work of Ffowcs Williams and Maidanik17 is
reviewedbrie� y in Sec. IV to estimate the Mach-wavenoise compo-
nent of the radiatedacoustic far � eld. Aerodynamic results obtained
with a k–² turbulence closure are compared in Sec. V with avail-
able experimental data. Finally, the previous acoustic models are
applied to shock-freesubsonicand high-speedround jets. Compari-
son between measurementsand numerical resultsare carried out for
intensity, power spectral densities, and sound source localization.

II. Ribner’s Model
Lighthill’s equation20 is the starting point of this � rst model:

@2½ 0

@t 2
¡ c2

o

@2½0

@xi @xi

D @2Ti j

@xi @x j
.1/

where the source term is de� ned as the � uctuatingpart of Lighthill’s
tensor Ti j D ½ui u j C .p ¡ c2

o½/±i j ¡ ¿i j . In regarding ½ 0 as a
variable, this inhomogeneous wave equation describes the sound
propagation of a turbulence source volume in an external medium
at rest. When the Reynolds number is high, of the order of 104 –

106 as is the case in most practical applications, the viscous stress
tensor can be neglected in the source term. Besides, for a perfect
gas, � uctuations of pressure, density, and entropy are connectedby
p0 D c2

o½0 C .po=cv /s0. Thus, acoustic generation and propagation
without entropy � uctuations are such that p0 D c2

o½ 0 and Lighthill’s
tensor then is reduced with this assumption to Ti j D ½u i u j . The
exact solution to Eq. (1) for the density � uctuation is
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where r D x ¡ y and the square brackets [ y; t ] indicates that the
correspondingexpression is evaluated at the retarded time t ¡ r=co .
An equivalent form can be derived for the acoustic far � eld:
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The acoustic intensity I .x/ then is given by the autocorrelation
function of the far-� eld acoustic � uctuations Ra.x; ¿/ evaluated at
¿ D 0:

Ra.x; ¿/ D
½ 0.x; t/½ 0.x; t C ¿ /

½oc¡3
o

D
A

x2

@4

@¿ 4

Z Z Z

V

Di jkl Ri j kl . y; ´; t/±

³
t ¡¿ ¡ x ¢ ´

xco

´
dy d´ dt

(4)

for a stationary turbulence,where the directivity tensor is expressed
as Di j kl D rir jrkrl=r 4 , A D 1=16¼ 2½oc5

o is a constant introduced to
simplify the notations, and Ri jkl is the fourth-order velocity corre-
lation tensor in the far � eld:

Ri jkl

³
y; ´; ¿ C x ¢ ´

xco

´
¼ Ti j [ y; t ]Tkl[ y C ´; t C ¿ ]

Two velocityscales,namely the mean convectionvelocityUc and
the turbulent � uctuations u 0, appear in the stress tensor correlation
function.To identify the two effects of noise source mechanism and
steady convection,a frame moving with the eddies mean convection
velocityUc is introduced.Furthermore,one assumes that turbulence
is isotropic in this convected frame. The correlation function in the
new reference frame takes the form

Ri j kl. y; ´; t/ D Ri jkl . y; ´ ¡ Uc ty1; ¿ / D Ri jkl . y; »; t/
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Fig. 2 Orientation of observation point relative to the mean � ow.

The change of variables » D ´ ¡ Uc ty1 and ¸ D ®Uct , where
®Uc » u 0 is a typical turbulent velocity and ® is a small parameter,
has been recently reformulatedby Ffowcs Williams,21 and leads for
isotropic turbulence to

Ra.x; ¿ / D
A

x2

1
C5

Z Z Z

V

Di jkl
@4

@t 4
Ri jkl . y; »; t/±

³
t ¡ ¿

C

´
dy d» dt

(5)
where C is the Doppler or convection factor

C.Mc; Oµ / D
£
.1 ¡ Mc cos Oµ /2 C ®2 M2

c

¤ 1
2

with ®2 M2
c D

!2
t L2

¼c2
o

(6)

and Oµ is the angle between the local source point y and the observer
x (Fig. 2). At this step, note that a general calculation leads to a
Doppler factor that is never singular.21 Sound waves are produced
by turbulent� uctuationsand these soundwaves are emittedmore ef-
� ciently in thedirectionwhere the eddyvelocityis equal to the speed
of sound. This condition of Mach-wave noise, 1 ¡ Mc cos Oµ D 0,
correspondsto noncompact sources in the integral (4): The acoustic
wavelength then is approximatelygiven by the eddy length scale L ,
and the correspondingfrequencyco=L is lower than the characteris-
tic turbulence frequencyu 0=L. Dimensional arguments then yield a
power law for the sound � eld intensityover the entire Mach number
range:

I .x/ »
D2

x2

½2
j

½o

U 3
c M5

c
£
.1 ¡ Mc cos µ/2 C ®2 M2

c

¤ 5
2

.7/

At supersonic convective Mach numbers, Mach waves are emit-
ted in the direction de� ned by 1 ¡ Mc cos µ D 0 and the acous-
tic power then is directly proportional to the jet mechanical power
I .x/ » .D2=x2/.½2

j =½o/U 3
c . The acoustic radiation model can be

deduced from Eq. (5) by following a proceduredevised by Ribner.9

The velocity � eld is � rst decomposed into a sheared mean � ow and
a � uctuating part u i D U .y2/±1i C u0

i . In a second step, one in-
troduces the previous velocity � eld description. The fourth-order
correlation Ri jkl then appears as a sum of two contributions,namely
the self-noise and the shear-noise22:
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In this expression,primed quantities are to be evaluated at [ y; to]
and double primes indicate that quantities are to be evaluated at
[ y C »; to C t ]. One takes a Taylor expansion of U 0U 00 around the
midpoint y C »=2 to get U 0U 00 ’ U 2 ¡ .» 2

2 =4/.dU=dy2/
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ing that the joint probability density for velocity components is
normal,23 one can write
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and the part of the function Ri jkl that contributes to the acoustic
radiated � eld (the two last terms) can be � nally expressed as a sum
of second-order velocity correlations. A separation of space-time
variables for this two-point velocity correlation then is postulated
as R11 D R.»/g.¿ / and the spatial factor for an isotropic turbulence
is given by

R.»/ D u02
µ³
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2
»

d f
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2

d f

d»

»i » j

»

¶

In this expression, f .» / designates the longitudinal correla-
tion function. This function is assumed to be Gaussian f .» / D
exp.¡¼» 2=L2/, where L is the local integral scale in the axial
direction. Usually, a Gaussian time correlation function g.¿/ is
chosen.9 ;13 As pointedoutbyRibner,9 to calculatethepower spectral
density and the acoustic intensity given by I .x/ D Ra.x; ¿ D 0/, the
two quantitiesd4g=d¿ 4 and d4g2=d¿ 4 must bede� nedat ¿ D 0. In the
present paper, the Gaussian correlation is replaced by the following
function to improve the low-frequency predictions (see Sec. V):

g.¿ / D 1

cosh.¯!t ¿/
.9/

where ¯ D 2
5 is adjusted24 to � t the experimental data of Davies

et al.25 Then, the � rst space integration in Eq. (5) is carried out
with respect to ». Assuming constant mean � ow quantities over the
correlated volume, one � nds
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for the acoustic intensity, where Dµ D .cos4 Oµ C cos2 Oµ /=2 is the
directivityof the shear noise. Expression (10) of the acoustic inten-
sity indicates that the self-noise directivity is isotropic, whereas the
shear-noise pattern features a dipolar shape. One takes the Fourier
transform of the correlation function Ra to get the power spectral
density Sa :
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where the two components are given by
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and correspond respectively to self- and shear-noise sources. The
last expression (11) describes the space-frequency distribution of
acoustic sources in a turbulent � ow. Applications of this model
presented in Sec. V indicate that it is inaccurate in the upstream
direction, 90 deg · µ · 180 deg, when the jet Mach number
takes large values. The problem was pointed out by Goldstein and
Howes14 ;15 and others many years ago, and it is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Directivity for three Mach numbers: M = 0:56, 0.86, and 1.34.
Power law:——, Doppler factor atpower ¡ 3 and – - – , Doppler factor at
power ¡ 5 (Lighthill’s theory). Experimentaldata: /, SAE35;±, Lush30;
and ¦ , Tanna et al.31
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Because Lighthill’s analogy relies on a wave operator of a homo-
geneous medium at rest, it does not suitably account for acoustic
wave convection.Indeed, the source convectionis modeled through
the Doppler factor C with an exponent of ¡5. Ribner’s model was
generalized by Goldstein and Rosenbaum,26 who assumed an axi-
symmetric turbulence � eld in the moving frame. Béchara et al.11

have applied this model to subsonic jet noise and coaxial jet noise
and obtained adequate noise radiation predictions. However, the
dif� culty in this approach is that one has to describe turbulence
anisotropicity by prescribing the ratio between the transverse and
the longitudinal integral scales. One often assumes that the longi-
tudinal integral length scale is three times the transverse scale. In
the present work, this model is not retained for supersonic � ows in
which the ratio of turbulencelength scale is not well known and not
directly provided by mean-� ow aerodynamic calculations.

III. Goldstein–Howes Model
To deal with high-Mach-numbercon� gurations, one may use the

alternate theory of Goldstein–Howes.14 The model relies on a con-
vected wave equation. The aerodynamic sources then are described
as in Ribner’s analysis. As a starting point, the dynamic equations
are written in terms of the logarithmof the pressure 5 D p. This
yields the Lilley27 ;14 wave equation, which may be written as

D
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D25
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(12)

where D=Dt D @=@t C U@=@x1 is the material derivative along the
shearedmean � ow. One onlyassumesthatthe turbulentvelocity� eld
contributes to the radiated acoustic � eld as in Ribner’s model. One
of the key issues in acoustic analogy modeling is to identify source
terms. The left-hand side of Eq. (12) is the exact wave operator that
one can derive from linearized equations of motion in the case of
parallel mean � ows. A more suitable form of the wave equation
(12) can be obtained14 ;15 by assuming that the turbulent � uctuation
� eld u0 is incompressible and by considering that d2U=dx2

2 can be
neglected:
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where 0 D D5=Dt . This equation is interpreted in the frame of an
acoustic analogy as Lighthill’s equation (1). The left-hand side of
Eq. (13) is Phillips’ operator applied to 0, and the right-hand side
is an acoustic source term expressed in terms of turbulent velocity
components. Goldstein and Howes14 give an approximate solution
of Eq. (13) valid in the low-frequency range. Besides, in the far
� eld where the medium is at rest, 0 takes an especiallysimple form
0 ’ .° =½oc2

o/@p0=@t and, � nally, the power spectral density Sa per
unit source volume takes the following form:
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From this last expression, one may develop an isotropic turbu-
lence modeling to estimate the two velocity correlations R1111 and
R11. After some lengthy calculations, one � nds the power spectral
density expression corresponding to Eq. (14) for a Gaussian time
correlation function g.¿ /:
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and the acoustic intensity I .x/ D Ra.x; ¿ D 0/ is obtained by taking
the Fourier transform of Sa.x; !/
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The acoustic intensity appears again as the sum of two contribu-
tions, turbulence interaction with itself and turbulence interaction
with the mean � ow. The two associated directivities are identical
with those found in Lighthill’s analogy. However, the convection
factor C¡5 now is replaced by the same Doppler factor at the power
¡3. This notably improves the predicted directivity for supersonic
Mach numbers. The ratio of the shear-noise taken at Oµ D 0 to
the self-noise is 1=2

p
2¼ for Lighthill’s model and 2

p
2=3¼ for

the Goldstein–Howes model. Thus, the relative importance of the
shear-noise component is higher in the second approach.

IV. Mach-Wave Noise Model
When the convection Mach number takes supersonic values, the

velocityUc may become equal to the speed of sound in the observer
direction, and in this case, the acoustic � eld associated with this
turbulent source volume convected at Uc is radiated with great ef-
� ciency (Fig. 4). In this section, we brie� y present a Mach-wave
noise model that only evaluates this component of the sound � eld.
The complete model relies on an analytical developmentby Ffowcs
Williams and Maidanik.17 Detailed analysis of this model can be
found in Ref. 16. As in the two previous models, expressions are
derived for the Mach-wave noise intensity,
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and for the associated power spectral density,
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!2G.!/¿t ±
2
1 Mc dy .18/

where ¿t is the turbulence time decay and ±1 designates the mixing-
layer thickness. The integration is performed over the source vol-
ume V ?, de� ned as the set of points in the � ow for which the
convection Mach number exceeds unity V ? D f y 2 V; Mc. y/ > 1g,
and QC designates a normalized convection factor QC D C=®Mc . The
function G

G.!/ D
"

1 ¡ 5
8

³
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2!2
M

#́
1

2
p

¼!M
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³
¡ !2
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is the Fourier transform of the pressure autocorrelation28 g with
p0 p00.´; ¿/ D p0 p00.´; 0/g.¿ /, and the angular frequency !M is
given by !2

M D 2U 2
c =9±2

1 . Expression (18) is speci� cally derived for
Mach-wave radiationand provides the space-frequencydistribution
of this special type of noise emission.

Fig. 4 Sketch of jet radiation.
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V. Some Applications to Jet Noise
A. Aerodynamic Results

Knowledge of the mean � ow� eld through such statistical quan-
tities as the mean � ow gradient dU=dy2 , the sound speed c, or the
convection Mach number Mc on the one hand and the turbulence
time scale ¿t and the turbulence longitudinal length scale L on the
other hand allows the power spectral density to be computed by in-
tegration of expressions (11), (16), and (18). All of these quantities
can be deduced from an aerodynamiccalculationusing a turbulence
closure such as the compressible k–² model. The effect that com-
pressibilityhason turbulenceis takenintoaccountthroughanenergy
dissipation resulting from dilatation processes.29 A description of
the turbulence model is given in Appendix A, and some results are
provided in the literature.13;16

In Fig. 5, the calculated mean centerline velocity is compared to
data of Seiner et al.33 for a free jet at M D 2 and for two temper-
atures, T j =To D 1 and 2:8. The faster decrease of the velocity with
increasing jet temperature is well retrieved by the calculation. The
small wiggles for the predicted hot-jet pro� le are due to a slight
mismatch between the jet exit pressure and the ambiant pressure.
The radial pro� les for several axial locations are plotted in Fig. 6
in the case of a jet at M D 2 and a T j=To D 1. The calculated pro-
� les collapse on the � tted curve provided by Seiner et al.34 The jet
spreading rate for the same jet � ow is compared to measurements33

in Fig. 7, and the radial pro� les of turbulence intensity are plotted
in Fig. 8. The maximum is reached for a reduced coordinate (see
de� nition in the caption) ´ ¼ ¡0:1. Thus, the maximum intensity
is around y2 D D=2, and it reaches about 11% of the jet exhaust
velocity.

Fig. 5 Mean axial velocity for a free jet at Mach 2. Calculations: ,
Tj/To = 1 and , Tj/To = 2:8. Data of Seiner et al.33:——, Tj/To = 1 and
– – –, Tj/To = 2:8.

Fig. 6 Radial velocity pro� les of a jet at M = 2 and Tj/To = 1. Calcula-
tions: + ; y1 = 3D;±; y1 = 5D; £ ; y1 = 7D; 4 ; y1 = 9D; ¤ ; y1 = 11D;
and ——, measurements of Seiner et al.34 � tted to a half-Gaussian.The
variable ´ is de� ned as ´ = [y2 ¡ y2(0:5)]/±, where y2(0:5) is the ra-
dial location where the velocity equals U1 = 0:5U1axis and ± is the local
shear-layer thickness ± = y2(0:1) ¡ y2(0:9), which represents the radial
distance between the points where the local velocity is U1 = 0:1U1axis
and U1 = 0:9U1axis .

Fig. 7 Normalized radius r1=2/D to half velocity, de� ned as the radial
distance, where U1 = 0:5 £ Uaxis, for a jet at M = 2 and Tj/To = 1.
Calculations:——, data ofSeiner et al.33; , Tj/To = 0:62;and , Tj/To =
1:51.

Fig. 8 Turbulence intensity pro� les of a jet at M = 2 and Tj/To = 1.
Calculations: + ; y1 = 3D; ±; y1 = 5D; £ ; y1 = 7D; 4 ; y1 = 9D; and
¤ ; y1 = 11D. The turbulence intensity ¾ is de� ned as ¾ = u 0

1/Uaxis .

B. Acoustic Results
The followingclosuresare used in the threemixing-noisemodels.

First, turbulence local characteristics are approximated by !t D
2¼²=k for the angular frequency, ¿t D k=² for the time scale, and
L D k3=2=² for the turbulenceintegral longitudinallengthscale.The
convectionvelocityUc is not a primitivevariableof theaerodynamic
calculation.In agreementwith many experimentalobservations,we
choose to take a constant convection velocity in each transverse
section with a value determined by the local mean axis velocity
Uc.y1/ D 0:67 £ Uaxis.y1/.

The three models use quantities that depend implicitly on un-
known scaling constants. An adjustable multiplicative constant is
also necessaryin the expressionof the acoustic intensity.This single
global factor is determined by comparison with experimental data
obtained by Lush30 for the � rst two models at the point M D 0:56
and µ D 90 deg. In the case of the Mach-wave noise model, the
reference point is provided by Tanna et al.,31 Tanna,32 and Seiner
et al.33 for a jet at M D 2 and T j=To D 1 and an observation an-
gle µ D 39 deg. This angle corresponds to the maximum of the
directivity pattern. The constants determined in this way are used
without furtheradjustmentto dealwith all other � ow con� gurations.
Acoustic levels for directivity and narrow-band spectra, are always
given per unit of nozzle area and corrected to the distance x of the
observer, with a reference of Io D 10¡12 W/m2.

Figure 9 shows the acoustic directivity of a M D 0:56 and
T j =To D 1 jet as a function of the observation angle µ . The two
mixing noise models (10) and (16) are plotted and are compared
with data of Lush30 and with Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE)35 correlations. The angle µ D 90 deg is taken as reference
and the models are used without further adjustment. The differ-
ence between calculations and experimental data may reach up to
6 dB at small angles for Ribner’s model and 4 dB at very large
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Fig. 9 Jet at M = 0:56 and Tj/To = 1, acoustic directivity in decibels as
a function of the outlet angleµ: ——, Goldstein–Howes model (16); – – –,
Ribner’s model (10); – - –, Goldstein–Rosenbaum model11; ¦ , Lush30

data; and 4 , SAE data.35

Fig. 10 Jet at M = 1:34 and Tj/To = 1, acoustic directivity in decibels
as a function of the outlet angle µ: ——, Goldstein–Howes model (16);
– – – , Ribner’s model (10); ¦ , Tanna et al.31 data; and 4 , SAE data35

for a jet at M = 1:26 and 1.41.

angles for the Goldstein–Howes model. The predicted intensity
is not improved by this model in this case. Results calculated by
Goldstein and Rosenbaum11;26 also are displayed. The difference
between this model and measurements is much higher than that cor-
responding to the other two models in the upstream direction. The
jet at M D 1:34 and T j=To D 1 is an interesting case at this step
of the discussion. Indeed, comparisons between calculations and
measurements show that the acoustic intensity is more accurately
predictedwith the Goldstein–Howes model (Fig. 10), which closely
follows data in particular in the upstream direction. Moreover, the
differencebetween the two models is of the order of 7 dB in this di-
rection.The case of a perfectlyexpandedjet at M D 2 also has been
investigated (Fig. 11). The Mach-wave noise model predictionsare
close to the data of Seiner et al.33 when this component dominates
the sound � eld, i.e., for 20 deg · µ · 60 deg. However, for angles
higher than µ D 60 deg, the mixing noise is the main component
of the acoustic � eld and the Goldstein–Howes model retrieves the
experimental data, unlike Ribner’s model. The dropoff observed
in experimental intensity at small angles is caused by refraction ef-
fects,which are not modeledhere.These effectsare oftendif� cult to
measure. Moreover, it seems that the Mach-wave noise component

Fig. 11 Jet at M = 2:0 and Tj/To = 1. Acoustic directivity in decibels
as a function of the outlet angle µ: ——, Mach-wave model (17); – – – ,
Goldstein–Howes model (16); and – - – , Ribner’s model (10). ¦ , Seiner et
al.33 data and 4 , Tanna et al.31 data for a jet at M = 1:95 and Tj/To = 1.

Fig. 12 Jet at M = 2:0 and Tj/To = 2:8, acoustic directivity in decibels
as a function of the outlet angle µ: ——, Mach-wave model (17); – – – ,
Goldstein–Howes model (16); and – - – , Ribner’s model (10): ¦ , Seiner
et al.33 data.

imposes the directivitypattern at small angles for this case, and this
explains the correct agreement between calculations and measure-
ments. The mixing-noisecomponent given by Eq. (10) or (16) does
not contain the Mach-wave noise, in contrast with expression (7).
By using the previous description of an isotropic turbulenceand by
integrating with respect to » over the correlated volume, these two
models treat compact sources. To conclude on this point, a correct
estimation of the radiated acoustic � eld is obtained by taking the
Mach-wave noise component for µ · 60 deg, where this compo-
nent dominates the sound � eld, and the mixing-noise contribution
for µ ¸ 60 deg. To validate this interpretation, a jet at M D 2
and T j =To D 2:8 is analyzed in the same way (Fig. 12). The peak
of intensity now is given by µ ? ¼ cos¡1.1=Mc/ ¼ 51 deg. Note
that the Mach-wave noise componentis retrieved.The mixing noise
predicted by the Goldstein–Howes model again provides improved
estimates for higher angles of observation, µ > 70 deg.

Third-octavespectra are compared to mixing noise data of Tanna
et al.31 in Ref. 13. This � rst attempt gave results that required some
improvement. This is done here using the new time correlation (9)
de� ned in Sec. II. To obtain adequate spectral predictions, it is im-
portant to re� ne the modeling of the time-correlationfunction g.¿ /.
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Fig. 13 Third-octave band spectra of a jet at M = 0:56 and Tj/To = 1
at µ = 90 deg:——, Ribner’s model (11) with the new time correlation
function (9); – - – , Ribner’s model with a Gaussian time correlation13;
and , data of Tanna et al.31 for a jet at M = 0:60.

Fig. 14 Third-octave band spectra of a jet at M = 1:34 and Tj/To = 1
at µ = 90 deg:——, Ribner’s model (11) with the new time correlation
function (9); – - – , Ribner’s model with a Gaussian time correlation13;
and , data of Tanna et al.13

To save space, we only show results corresponding to an obser-
vation angle µ D 90 deg and two Mach numbers, M D 0:56 and
1.34.Figures13 and14 display the experimentalestimates,previous
predictionsbased on a Gaussian correlation function,13 and present
results obtainedwith the new correlationexpression(9). Agreement
is satisfactory.The differencesare foundin thehigh-frequencyrange
and can be attributed to the dif� culty of adjusting the correlation
function and possibly to experimental imperfections in the spectral
estimations.Agreement also is obtainedfor other angles of observa-
tion except in the directionsclose to the jet axis .µ ¼ 0 deg), where
refraction effects are important. Mach-wave noise component can
be plotted in various ways. Figure 15 displays the calculated an-
gular distribution for a set of Strouhal numbers for a high-speed
hot jet. The � gure also includes the data of Seiner et al.33 and the
predictionsof Tam and Chen36 for the same case. Calculated results
are relatively close to the measured distributions.Both predictions
feature the same precision. In the case of hot jets, our method yields
accurate results.16

Figure 16 gives another point of view in displaying the relative
power spectral density per unit length along the jet axis vs the di-
mensionless axial position y1=D and the apparent Strouhal number

a) Sr = 0:06

b) Sr = 0:10

c) Sr = 0:20

d) Sr = 0:40

Fig. 15 Directivity of Mach-wave noise in decibels, for a jet at M = 2
and Tj/To = 2:3: , Seiner et al.33 data; ——, present Mach-wave noise
model (18); and – - – , Tam–Chen calculations.36

Fig. 16 Jet at M = 2 and Tj/To = 1, observer angle µ = 39 deg. Iso-
contours of the calculated relative acoustic power per unit length along
the jet axis as a function of the dimensionless axialposition y1/D and the
dimensionless apparent frequency Sr = f Uj/D. The Mach-wave noise
component is located at y1/D = 10:5 and Sr = 0:12, whereas the mixing-
noise component is located at y1 /D = 4:9 and Sr = 0:67.

Sr . The mixing-noise component (11) and the Mach-wave noise
component (18) are shown for the case of a jet at M D 2 and
T j =To D 1, and for an observation angle µ ? D cos¡1.1=Mc/ ¼
39 deg, corresponding to the Mach-wave direction. In general, the
low-frequencysources are located in the developedregion, whereas
the high-frequency sources are situated in the mixing region near
the nozzle. In the present case, the maximum of the Mach wave
source is located at y1=D ¼ 10:5 and Sr ¼ 0:12, whereas the max-
imum of the mixing-noise source is predicted at y1=D ¼ 4:9 and
Sr ¼ 0:67. The acoustic source distribution has two peaks, with
a low-frequency peak situated near the end of the potential core
.Xc ¼ 10D/ of the jet.

VI. Concluding Remarks
This article describes some aeroacoustic model developments

basedon extensionsof Lighthill’s theory.20 Applicationsto subsonic
and supersonic jet noise are carried out. Noise-level estimation is
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based on a statistical model coupled with an integral solution of
a wave equation. Estimates of acoustic radiation are obtained for
the different components of the sound � eld, including Mach waves.
Two of the models improve predictions of the supersonic mixing
noise. Because the goal is to develop prediction methods, only one
adjustable factor is used for each of them. Angular intensity distri-
bution and spectral estimates are in general agreement with experi-
mental data, but the method has several limitations.First, it requires
knowledgeof Green’s function and is essentiallyapplicable to free-
space radiation problems. Second, refraction effects by the mean
� ow gradients are not taken into account. Third, entropy sources
that may be important in the hot-jet case are not modeled. Further
validations of these statistical methods will require comparisons
between calculated and measured source distributions.

Appendix: Turbulence Model
The aerodynamic � elds are obtained from a numerical solution

of the Favre-averagedNavier–Stokes equationswith a compressible
k–² turbulence closure. Using the Favre average for each variable,
Á D QÁ C Á00 D ½Á= N½ C Á 00, except for the density ½ and the
pressure p, one can write the mean � ow� eld equations as follows:
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where ¡½u 00
i u 00

j is the Reynolds stress tensor and ¿i j is the viscous
stress tensor, which takes the following form for a compressible
Newtonian � uid:
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In the speci� c-enthalpyequation (A3), ¸ is the heat conductivity,
cp is the speci� c heat at constant pressure, and 8 is the viscous
dissipation function 8 D ¿ : ru. One assumes Fourier’s law for
the heat-� ux vector q D ¡¸rT and a perfect gas behavior
dh D cp dT . The term ¡½u 00

j h
00 is modeled by means of a gradient

closure,

¡½u00
j h 00 ¼ ¹t

¾t

@ Qh
@x j

In this expression,¹t is the turbulentviscosityand ¾t is the turbu-
lent Prandtl number. The three last terms (in braces) of the enthalpy
equation (A3) are neglected in the numerical solution. Compress-
ibilityeffects on turbulencehave been taken into account throughan
energy dissipation29 resulting from dilatation processes. In its � nal
form, the k–² turbulencemodel describes the mass weighted kinetic
energy and dissipation:
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The dissipation ² of this kinetic energy is the sum of two contribu-
tions, ² D ²s C ²d , where ²s is the solenoidal dissipation associated
with the incompressible part of the velocity � eld. The distribution
of this dissipation is given by the standard transport equation. The
dilatationdissipation²d resultingfromdilatationeffectsof theveloc-
ity � eld is given by the following expressionproposed by Zeman29:
² D ²s C ²d D ²s [1 C cd f .Mt /] with Mt D

p
.2k/=c, cd D 0:75,

and
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if Mt > 0:1

f .Mt / D 0 if Mt · 0:1

The transport equations for k and ² take the following form:
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Using the eddy viscosity concept, which relates the Reynolds
stresses to the mean � ow gradients, the production term P can be
written as
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where ¹t is the turbulent viscosity given by ¹t D N½C¹k2=²s . The
other production term G is calculated by Jones37 as
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with 0:7 · ¾t · 1

Standardvaluesof the empiricalconstantsof the k–² model given
by Launder and Spalding38 are used in the calculations C¹ D 0:09,
C²1 D 1:44, C²2 D 1:92, ¾k D 1:0, and ¾² D 1:3.

These equations are solved by the ESTET code developed by
the Laboratoire National Hydraulique of the Direction des Etudes
et Recherches d’Electricité de France. The algorithm is based on
the projection method, introduced by Chorin39 and Temam,40 for
the time discretization of the Navier–Stokes equations. A charac-
teristic method is used for the convection step. The diffusion step
and the pressure-continuitystep, or projectionstep, are solvedusing
implicit methods. The mesh is structuredbut irregular. Because the
mean � ow is axisymmetric, the calculation is carried out in a single
plane. The grid size is 200£124 points for a computationaldomain
extending over 20D £ 14D.
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